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1) This is my #Qanon thread for December 16, 2019
Q posts can be found here:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!
http://qmap.pub

qanon.news/Q
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: [Watch] What Happens Next

2) H/T @EpochTimes for their coverage of #Spygate and for the original graphic

3) Judge Sullivan denied @SidneyPowell1's motion for Brady material in General
Flynn's case. The response is 99 pages. The Judge said the material requested has no
bearing on Flynn's admission to making "materially false statements."
Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Flynn case update: Judge Sullivan has denied the Flynn motion
to compel Brady Material/other evidence.
Sentencing now set for January 28, 2020.
Link to Judge Sullivan's full memo
here:scribd.com/document/44000…

2,830 7:51 PM - Dec 16, 2019
3,765 people are talking about this

4) Michael Flynn's case was originally assigned to Judge Rudy Contreras, who later
was recused from the case. Contreras is a FISA Court judge and there is speculation
(but no confirmation) he may have been involved in the FISA request on General
Flynn.

Sullivan Memorandum Opinion | Plea | Discovery (Law)
Sullivan Memorandum Opinion - Free download as PDF File (.pdf), Text File (.txt)
or read online for free. US v Flynn; Case 1:17-cr-00232-EGS; DE144
https://www.scribd.com/document/440008649/Sullivan-Memorandum-Opinion

5) Info on Peter Strzok-Lisa Page texts that discuss their friend Rudy Contreras and
his involvement in General Flynn's case.

FBI Agent Who Interviewed Flynn Had Personal Relationship With Rec…
Newly revealed text messages show that Peter Strzok and Lisa Page colluded to
secretly meet with the FISA judge who was recused from Michael Flynn's case.
https://thefederalist.com/2018/03/16/revealed-peter-strzok-had-personal-relationship-w…

6) Q suggested the information needed to exonerate General Flynn is being presented
to a Grand Jury (GJ) and therefore cannot be released.

7) I believe Q indicated the indictments returned (so far) related to the surveillance of
General Flynn:
[302]_mod [1] count.
A 1 count indictment for changing the FBI 302.
8) Who listened in [2] count [FISA?]
A 2 count indictment for listening to General Flynn's call after an illegal FISA warrant
was obtained.
9) [6] counts for other related crimes.
One count could be against James Baker, the Pentagon official who is suspected of
illegally leaking General Flynn's phone call to the media.

Pentagon accused of leaking Flynn phone calls to Washington Post, fuel
The attorney for former Trump National Security Adviser Michael Flynn says a
senior Pentagon official "is believed to be" the person who leaked the Flynn-Sergey
Kislyak phone call transcripts to The …
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/oct/25/pentagon-accused-leaking-flynn-…

10) FBI agent [1][P] - FLYNN interview……..
FBI Agent 1, I believe is Joe Pientka [P] who interviewed Flynn along with Peter
Strzok (who normally signified by PS.)

Unbelievable: Flynn prosecutor now claims authorship of 302 intervie…
The most wienerly excuse ever?
https://libertyunyielding.com/2019/11/06/unbelievable-flynn-prosecutor-now-claims-aut…

11) Q Wrote:
If FISA warrant was ILLEGAL……….
If FISA warrant predicated on ILLEGAL/UNCORROBORATED……..
If FISA 'actors' purposely withheld exculpatory evidence from the court………….
General Flynn will be exonerated at some point.
12) Lisa Page's text is evidence of who was ultimately responsible for the #Spygate
operation.
Barack Hussein Obama.

13) AG Bill Barr has been looking into the unusual activity in the Obama White House
after the 2017 election and before Donald Trump took office

14) Evelyn Farkas explained some of what Obama's people were doing before he left
office and why.

0:00

15) Q responded.

16) Projection?

17) Q posted a link to a GCHQ web page with information about their current
Director, Jeremy Flemming, who took over after Robert Hannigan retired just 3 days
after Donald Trump was inaugurated.
Hannigan had face to face meetings with John Brennan during the Spygate
operation.

18) I'm guessing that Flemming is working with Attorney General Barr to uncover the
criminal activity surrounding Spygate.
https://www.gchq.gov.uk/person/jeremy-fleming

19) In August of last year, Q asked why POTUS was pushing so hard on the FBI and
DOJ not to drop the Awan case.
He suggested that Awan didn't "hack" congressional computers but that access was
granted by Democrat House members.
Was access also granted to Hillary's server?

20) Q suggested there were multiple unsecured servers, access was granted to
foreigners, and Obama knew about it.
The Awan scandal involves matters of national security which is why no information
is being provided to the media or public, even by FIOA request.

21) Luke Rosiak and Judicial Watch have been trying to get information on the Awan
case to no avail. Today we learned that the case is not closed and that documents
related to the case are under seal.

Scandal Reopens? Court Papers On Democrat IT Aide Imran Awan Ma…
The Department of Justice said this month that it could not release records on
Democrat technology aide Imran Awan due to “technical difficulties,” but later
admitted in court documents that it…

https://www.dailywire.com/news/scandal-reopens-court-papers-on-democrat-it-aide-im…

22) That confirms Q's assertion that the Awan case is not closed but is being closely
guarded by the DOJ for reasons of national security.

23) That is not good news for Barack Obama, Debbie Wasserman Schultz and the
more than 40 House Democrats who hired Imran Awan.

24) Q suggested we watch Wednesday's episode of "The Story," which will feature Bill
Barr.
It airs tomorrow at 7 pm Eastern.

25) More info.

The Story
Each night at 7PM/ET, Martha MacCallum will take you deeper than ever before
into the stories that matter to you.

https://www.foxnews.com/shows/the-story

26) We now know that the FISA memo written by Devin Nunes was an accurate
assessment of the way the Obama administration spied on Donald Trump.
At the time it was written, FBI Director Chris Wray said the Nunes memo was filled
with inaccuracies.
Tweet:
https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1207003010641076225

27) Article.
FBI expresses 'grave concerns' over accuracy of R…
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/fbi-expresses-grave-concerns-…

28) Q linked to @paulsperry_'s tweet and confirmed that Chris Wray is a sleeper—
someone who seemed to be working with POTUS but was later found to be
sympathetic to the deep state.
The wheels are in motion to replace him.

29) In July, after we learned that Dan Coats was a sleeper and had to be removed
from his position as Director of National Intelligence, Q gave us the first hint that
Chris Wray was also a sleeper.

30) The danger of putting "white" & 'black" hats on people is that they can deceive us
about their intentions. Once we trust someone, it can blind us to new information
about them.
Q once said we can trust Wray but later, evidence surfaced that suggested he cannot
be trusted.
31) Rather than putting white and black hats on people, I prefer to evaluate them
continually and let new information dictate my view of them, which changes over
time.
32) Dems know POTUS won't be removed from office, but an impeachment trial in
the Senate delays the Senate Judiciary Committee from holding hearings with Rudy
Giuliani and Rod Rosenstein and others.

33) Q Wrote:
'Value' of public learning the truth prior to i_unseal?
The Senate hearings inform the public about the crimes committed by the Obama
administration and are a necessary step before indictments can be unsealed.
34) Impeachment is a tactic being used by the swamp to stall for more time before
indictments are unsealed.
35) It looks like the tactic failed.
Mitch Mcconnell plans to dismiss the impeachment after opening arguments.

McConnell wants quick impeachment dismissal vote: ‘We’ve heard en…
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said Tuesday he believes the Senate
should vote quickly to dismiss two impeachment charges against President Trump
and avoid “an embarrassing scene” in the cham…
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/mcconnell-wants-quick-impeachment-dis…

36) In a post from March 3, 2019, the name James 8 Corney was found.

37) Comey's last name appears nowhere in the IG report but the name "corney"
appears 480 times.

38) @LizzyBelleFox pointed out that the mysterious "Comey" vs "corney" anomaly in
the IG report was done by kerning the letters.
("Kerning" is the typesetting/graphic design technique of moving letters closer
together or farther apart.)
Liberty
@LizzyBelleFox

very curious stuff. Who could have altered Horowitz' report to
make the rn in Comey look like an m? Other instances of r & n
have the natural gap, rn, very close to m, but completely different
as the kerning, ONLY in the name Comey / Corney has the
kerning reduced to look like m twitter.com/IPOT1776/statu…
In Pursuit of Truth @IPOT1776
Replying to @IPOT1776
And maybe if you're at a crossroads you could choose one way, and
your name gets spelled correctly.
Choose another...

It just ends up sounding Corney.

3,453 10:25 AM - Dec 10, 2019
3,596 people are talking about this

39) The above is a good example of how misspellings matter.
I don't know the significance of
(Durham)
5-3, 1-99

40) @elenochle and a group of anons created this graphic showing the "corney,"
"Comey" and "corn" references.

ENoCH
@elenochle

DO YOU BELIEVE IN COINCIDENCE?
(anon colab)#QANON

#NOCOINCIDENCE#QPROOF@LisaMei62 @IPOT1776
@SGTreport @X22Report @Cordicon @swampys9th
@prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @okabaeri9111 @Qanon76
@JustInformU

3,395 8:04 PM - Dec 9, 2019
2,760 people are talking about this

41) The name "James 8 Corney" shows up in a search of the Department of Justice
website.

42) That's because the name James B Comey in Rod Rosenstein's letter initiating the
Mueller investigation renders the name "James 8 Corney" when copied and pasted
into a document.
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/967231/download

43)

44) Message received.

🌽🚜

45) The exposure and prosecution of corruption have a prescribed order of
operations.
The public must first be made aware of corruption through IG reports,
declassification of documents and Congressional hearings and then indictments will
be unsealed.

46) Q responded.

47) Pope Francis has accepted the resignation of Archbishop Luigi Ventura, the Holy
See's ambassador to France, who has been accused of sexual molestation.

Vatican ambassador to France resigns after molestation allegations
The Vatican lifted Ventura's diplomatic immunity in July so he could be questioned
by prosecutors.
https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Vatican-ambassador-to-France-resigns-after-mo…

48)

49) An anon took a selfie in front of the Merry Q Mas display that was posted

yesterday.

50) Agreed.
Merry Christmas, patriots!
WW = worldwide

51) Donald Trump developed & tested a Presidential alert system to communicate
with citizens in the event media & internet comms are interrupted.
As arrests draw closer, the information and political warfare will intensify & the
possibility of an internet outage increases.

52) Impeachment of elected officials or Judges is warranted when crimes such as
bribery, perjury or treason (high crimes and misdemeanors) are committed.
The impeachment of Judge Alcee L. Hastings is an example.

https://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/briefing/Impeachment_Ha
stings.htm

53) The two articles of impeachment filed by the House against Donald Trump do not
list any specific crimes.
That's because POTUS committed no crimes.
Welcome to the [D] party con.
54) In an order made available to the public, the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court criticized the FBI for misleading the Court and the DOJ National Security
Division when it prepared the FISA applications on Carter Page.

FISA court slams FBI over surveillance applications, in rare public order
In a rare public order Tuesday, the chief judge of the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court strongly criticized the FBI over its surveillance-application
process, giving the bureau until Jan. 10 t…
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fisa-court-slams-fbi-over-surveillance-applications-in-…

55) Q responded.
(I suspect the decision to make the order public is a way of deflecting criticism of the
court.)
Firewall installed?

56) The order from the FISA Court instructs the FBI to submit a sworn statement
explaining what it intends to do to prevent abuse of the FISA process in the future.
Link:
https://www.fisc.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/MIsc%2019%2002%20191217.pdf

57) Q posted a quote from Collyer's letter.
Given what we know about the FBI's applications on Carter Page, how likely is it they
obtained a warrant to surveil General Flynn through deceptive and illegal means?

58) Although the President can (and does) use FISA to keep tabs on bad actors, there
is also Military intelligence, which has different requirements and a few strategic
advantages.

59) The Spygate plotters have been portraying themselves as victims ever since their
criminality was discovered.
Lisa Page
@NatSecLisa

Going on the Rachel Maddow Show tonight. It's time to talk
about the release of my text messages, the two years of lies
shouted across the media about me, and what it's like when the
President of the United States tries to ruin your life.
83K 3:20 PM - Dec 17, 2019
44.4K people are talking about this

60) If you want to avoid prison [or worse] you must convince the public you're the
innocent victim of a tyrant's wrath.
Expect a lot of propaganda from the criminals and their media cohorts.

61) Andrew McCabe's GoFundMe raised half a million dollars before being shut

down.

Andrew McCabe's GoFundMe just broke $400,000
Shattering the original $150,000 goal.
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2018/03/andrew-mccabes-gofundme-just-broke-…

62) The first unsealed indictment will force the public to reconsider the false
narrative the media has been pushing.
The first arrest will confirm the administration's view of and future actions against
those who committed crimes.

63) Q Wrote:
Marker [9].
I suspect that the [9] corresponds to the 9 counts mentioned yesterday which pertain
to the illegal surveillance of General Flynn.

64) From March of 2019.

65) This tweet by @thehill was Q'd.

The Hill
@thehill

JUST IN: Fourth Pentagon official announces resignation within
week hill.cm/LuU13aQ

5,291 6:16 PM - Dec 18, 2019
5,093 people are talking about this

66) The linked article explains that a fourth Pentagon official has resigned within the
last week. Principal Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence Kari Bingen

will leave in January.

Fourth Pentagon official announces resignation within week
A top Pentagon intelligence official will soon leave the building, the fourth key
defense official to announce their resignation within a week.
https://thehill.com/policy/defense/475114-fourth-pentagon-official-announces-resignati…

67) While the media will spin Pentagon departures as a sign that government
employees are frustrated with POTUS, it is equally likely that recent resignations are
occurring out of fear of the storm.
U.S. Attorney Durham's investigation reaches far and wide.

68) Not long after POTUS was inaugurated, FBI & DOJ employees began leaving in
droves. This post was from September of 2018.

69) On December 21, 2017, POTUS signed an Executive Order authorizing the
Treasury Department to freeze the assets of people and organizations found to be
involved in human rights abuse, human trafficking or corruption.

Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious …
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States of America, including the International Emergency Economic Powers
Act (50 U.S.C. 1701 et seq.) (IEEPA)…
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-per…

70) Corruption isn't just a problem in government. It has pervaded the corporate
world.
On the same day POTUS signed the Executive Order, Eric Schmidt resigned from his
position as CEO of Google's parent company Alphabet.

Eric Schmidt steps down as executive chairman of Google's parent Al…
Schmidt, who played an integral role in Google’s rise to power, will remain on
Alphabet’s board and serve as a technical adviser
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/dec/21/eric-schmidt-resigns-executive-c…

71) Coincidence?

72) Since then, we've been tracking CEO resignations.
(Not all CEO resignations are related to corruption but some are.)

73) Steven Walker, the head of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) is stepping down from his position.

DARPA head resigns, moving on to industry
Steven Walker, the 21st director of the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, has announced his resignation, effective Jan. 10, 2020.
https://www.defensenews.com/breaking-news/2019/12/17/darpa-head-resigns-moving-…

74) Ed O'Callaghan who formerly served as Rod Rosenstein's Principal Deputy is
leaving his position at the Department of Justice.
Interesting timing, given that Lindsey Graham announced that he plans to have
Rosenstein testify about FISA abuse.
Statement by Attorney General William P. Barr on t…
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/statement-attorney-general-willi…

75) Q posted about both resignations.

76) DARPA developed a program called Lifelog that was designed to do what

Facebook currently does.
On February 4, 2004, DARPA shut down Lifelog.
On the same day, Facebook was launched.
Article:

Pentagon Kills LifeLog Project
The Pentagon canceled its so-called LifeLog project, an ambitious effort to build a
database tracking a person's entire existence. Run by Darpa, the Defense
Department's research arm, LifeLog aimed t…
https://www.wired.com/2004/02/pentagon-kills-lifelog-project/

77) House leaders have scheduled the impeachment vote to be held between 6:30 and
7:30 tonight.

78) Did they schedule the vote to draw attention away from AG Barr's interview
which is airing at the same time?
Information warfare.

79) Q's thoughts on how the media and corrupt politicians control public opinion by
controlling the narrative and how free thought destroys false beliefs.
(This was a single post but I broke it into 6 parts for easier reading.)

80)

81)

82)

83)

84)
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